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1. INTRODUCTION 
Th e purpose of this paper is to discuss the conditions under which the 
nonlinear Fiippl membrane equations can be reduced to a pair of ordinary 
differential equations. The Fijppl equations (cf. [l] or [2]) can be written in 
the form 
+ SXWYz, - Www,, + Amw,, + P/h = 0 (l.la) 
and 
V”+ = -W&, - wmw,,), (l.lb) 
where 
v2 = ayax2 + ayap (1.2) 
and w is the displacement normal to the plane of the undeformed membrane, 
4 is the Airy stress function, P, h, and E (assumed constant) are the normal 
pressure, thickness of the membrane, and Young’s modulus. 
The Eqs. (1.1) describe the deformation of an initially plane membrane 
under the action of a normal pressure P. If the boundary of the membrane 
is given in parametric form by 
x =f(t), (1.3a) 
Y =m (1.3b) 
the boundary conditions on (1.1) can be written 
w(f(t>, g(t)) = 0 (1.4a) 
W(t), g(t)> = h(t) + cone (1.4b) 
(1.4c) 
where ii is the unit normal to the curve (1.3). 
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The Eqs. (1.1) are a great simplification over the “exact” membrane 
equations. Even so, with the exception of the circular membrane, little is 
known about their solution. The circular membrane on the other hand with 
the boundary conditions h,(t) = const and h,(t) = const (constant stress on 
the boundary) has been studied in considerable detail (cf. [3], [4], [5], and 
[6]). The reason for this success with the circular membrane is that the Eqs. 
(1.1) reduce to a pair of ordinary differential equations. 
where 
(l/r) kbwr)~ + P/h = 0 (1.5a) 
V4+ = -Ew,2/2, (1.5b) 
v2=Ldrd 
r dr dr ’ 
r = (2 + yy. U-6) 
Thus, for the circular membrane, there exists a function r = (x2 + y2)‘12 
such that 4 = +(r), w = w(r) and the governing differential equations reduce 
to a pair of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. 
In this paper we consider the general question of the existence of a function 
u = U(X, y), such that (b = d( u ), w = w(u) and the Eqs. (1.1) reduce to a pair 
of ordinary differential equations 
K(u, 4u > w, 9 Au , wu,) + P/h = 0 (1.7a) 
Hz64 4,x 7 Cuti , Amu 9 (b,,,u) = H&, w, > wud (1.7b) 
If this reduction is possible it follows that the curves: U(X, y) = constant 
are level curves of the surfaces 4(x, y) and w(x, y). Since w = 0 on the curve 
x =f(t), y =g(t) (cf. (1.4a)), . i e., on the boundary of the membrane, we 
conclude that the boundary curve is one of the level curves. Thus there 
exists a constant c such that U( f(t), g(t)) = c. Without loss of generality we 
assume c = 1, i.e., 
u(f(t),&N = 1. (1.8) 
Note that it follows that hi(t) and h,(t) (cf. (1.4b) and (1.4c) must be constant. 
This requirement is simply a condition on the prescribed boundary stress. 
In Sec. 2 of this paper the following theorem will be proved. 
THEOREM. If there exists a function u(x, y) satisfying (1.8) and such that 
+=+(u)andw= () d w u re uces the Eqs. (1.1) to a pair of ordinary differential 
equations of the form (1.7), then the boundary of the membrane is a circle. 
In the appendix (Sec. 3) of this paper various computational details are 
indicated. 
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Without the preceding theorem one might reasonably conjecture that if the 
boundary of the membrane is sufficiently symmetric then it would be pos- 
sible, by introducing the right coordinates, to reduce the problem to ordinary 
differential equations. The main result of this paper is to show that this is 
not possible unless the membrane is circular. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE EQUATIONS 
If the function U(X, y) satisfies the conditions described in Sec. 1 it follows 
upon substituting d(u) and w(u) into (1.1) that 
w4 bLwuu + WL) + 2N2W 5b44 + P/h = 0 (2.2a) 
v44J = --E(N,(u) %Puu + N,(u) w,‘% (2.2b) 
where 
v2 = N3(u) (d2/du2) + N4(u) (d/&4). 
The quantities Nr(z1), N2(u), Na(u), and N4(u) are given by 
N&4 = uy2u,, + uz2uw, - 2wy~w (2.4a) 
N264) = GA, - u”, (2.4b) 
N,(u) = uz2 + uy2 (2Sa) 
N4H = um + u,, . (2.5b) 
If $,, # 0 and w,, # 0 the requirement that (2.2) be a pair of ordinary 
differential equations implies that there exist functions a(u), 6(u), c(u), and 
d(u) such that 
N&4 = 44 (2.6a) 
N,(u) = W (2.6b) 
N&4 = 44 (2.7a) 
N4(u) = d(u). (2.7b) 
On the other hand if c$,, = 0 and/or w,, = 0 then some of the conditions 
(2.6) and (2.7) are eliminated. However, if both #UU = 0 and w,, = 0 it follows 
that w = a$ + /I for suitable choice of the constants OL and /3. This fact 
combined with Eqs. (1.1) h s ows that C$ must be a solution of the pair of 
equations 
Ed,, - &, + Pl2ah = 0 (2.8a) 
V44 = &P/U. (2.8b) 
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Equation (2.8a) is simply the statement that the Gauss curvature of the 
surface $ = 4(x, y) is a constant. It is well known (cf. [7]) that the only 
surfaces satisfying this condition are the sphere and the pseudosphere. 
The pseudosphere is singular, and the sphere does not satisfy Eq. (2.8b). 
Thus $,, = w,, = 0 is not a possibility. If &, = 0 but w,, # 0 then 
w = w(4). Similarly if w,, = 0 but +UU # 0 then + = 4(w). Actually in the 
first case, assuming w, # 0, we can also write 4 = C+(W). Thus, in these two 
cases, w must satisfy Eqs. (2.7). In fact this is not a special case since it can 
be shown that if u satisfies (2.7) then u satisfies (2.6) automatically. However 
this will not be proven here since it will be shown below that if u satisfies 
(2.7) then u is a function of (x2 + y ) 2 1/2. It is easily verified that such a 
function satisfies (2.6) for suitable choice of U(U) and b(u). 
In view of the preceding remarks the question of interest is to decide the 
conditions for which (2.7) has a solution satisfying (1.8). This problem is 
slightly simplified by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the Eqs. (2.7) have a solution satisfying (1.8) then the 
equations 
ilqv) = 1 
N&4 = e(v), 
for suitable choice of e(w), hawe a solution satzkfyiug v( f (t), g(t)) = 1. 
Proof. If u is a solution of (2.7a) the function w = A(u) satisfies 
us2 + vu2 = Au2(ux2 + uu2) = AU2c. 
Thus, if 
v=l- 
(2.9a) 
(2.9b) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
then z1 satisfies (2.9a). (Note that c(1) > 0 since c(l) = 0 implies that the 
unique solution of (2.7a) is u 3 1. Thus (2.11) certainly defines a solution 
of (2.9a) in a neighborhood of the boundary.) Eq. (2.11) implies that v is a 
monotone function of u so that it is possible to solve for u as a function of ZI, 
i.e., we can write u = B(o). It follows also that 
Vu,, + vu21 = Auu(~,~ + uy”) + &(u,, + u,,) = Auuc + Ad. (2.12) 
Since u = B(o) the right side of (2.12) is a function of v. Q.E.D. 
It remains to decide the conditions for which the Eqs. (2.9) have a solution. 
Equation (2.9a) is the equation of geometrical optics and has been studied 
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in detail (cf. [8]). In fact the equation can be solved by the “method of 
characteristics.” The characteristic equations for (2.9a) are (cf. [8]) 
dx 
- = 2P, 
dr 
ds x = 2q, 
dv 
- =2P2 Jr 2qz, 
4’ 
ds 
ds =o, 4 -& =o 
and the initial conditions are (’ = d/dt) 
40, t) = f(t), YKA t) = r(t)7 v(0, t) = 1, 
PP.4 t>f’W + do, 4 g’(t) = 0, P2(0, t) + q2(0, t) = 1. 
The solution of (2.13) satisfying (2.14) is 
v=23+1 
(2.14) 
x = 2G(t) s +f(t) 
y = -2F(t) s + g(t) 
P = G(t) 
where 
q = --F(t), 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
(2.15~) 
(2.15d) 
(2.15e) 
F(t) = f ‘/( f’2 + g’ y (2.16a) 
G(t) = g’/(f’” + g’2)1/2. (2.16b) 
(2.13) 
The solution of (2.9a) is obtained by solving (2.15b) and (2.15~) (if possible) 
for s and t as a function of x and y and placing the result in (2.15a). Actually 
in order to verify that there is a solution we must assure ourselves that it is 
possible to solve (2.15b) and (2.15~) for s = s(x, y) and t = t(x, y). For this 
purpose we need only verify that 
d(s, t) = w = det (-2°F” 
s, 
-g; I::) 
= 4(FG’ - GF’) s + 2(Ff’ + Gg’) f 0. 
(2.17) 
However, at s = 0 Eq. (2.17) yields 
d(0, t) = 2(Ff’ + Gg’) = 2(f2 + g’2)1/2 > 0. (2.18) 
Thus it is certainly possible to solve in a neighborhood of the boundary. 
Whether this solution exists everywhere in the interior of the domain would 
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depend on the boundary curve, i.e., on f(t) and g(t). It only remains to 
decide when the function z, satisfies Eq. (2.9b). In view of Eq. (2.15a) this is 
equivalent to deciding when Q2s can be written as a function of s alone. 
In order to decide this question it is necessary to compute s,, and syy . 
This can be done using the implicit relations (2.15b) and (2.15~). It follows 
from (2.15b) and (2.15~) that 
s, = (-2F’s + g’)/A, t, = 2F/A (2.19a) 
s, = (-2G’s - f’)/A, t, = 2G/A. (2.19b) 
The quantities s,, and s,, can be computed from (2.19). It can be shown that 
S zz = 
4(F’2 - FF”) s + 2(Fg” - F’g’) 
A2 
+ (2F’s - g’) [A$(-2F’s + g’) + 2FA,] 
A3 
(2.20a) 
S Y11 = 
4(G’2 - GG”) s - 2(Gf” - G’f’) 
A2 
+ (2G’s +f’) [A,(-2G’s - f’) + 2GA,] 
A3 
(2.20b) 
After adding (2.20a) and (2.20b) the result can be put in the form 
Q2s = (FG’ - GF’)/A. (2.21) 
The relations (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) are derived in the Appendix (Sec. 3). 
We conclude that the pair of Eqs. (1.1) can be reduced to a pair of ordinary 
differential equations only in the case 
(FG’ - GF’)/A = (4s + 2(Ff’ + Gg’)/(FG’ - GF’))-1 (2.22) 
is a function of s, i.e., if 
(Ff’ + Gg’)/(FG’ - GF’) = K = const. 
It is easily shown that 
Ff’ + Gg’ = (f’2 + g’2)1/2 
FG’ - GF’ = (f’g” - g’f”)/(f’” + g’“) 
so that (2.23) can be rewritten 
(f’g” - g’f”)/(f’” + g’“) = (l/K) (f’2 + g’2)1/2. 
(2.23) 
(2.24a) 
(2.2413) 
(2.25) 
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In order to interpret the condition (2.25) we observe that the unit tangent 2 
to the boundary curve is given by 
2 = (f’i + g’j)/(f’Z + g’y (2.26) 
(z’ andj are unit vectors in the direction of the coordinate axes) from which it 
follows that 
di 
z= 
(g’2f” -f’g’g”) i + (f’2g” - g’f’f”)j . 
(f’2 + g’2)3/2 (2.27) 
Equation (2.27) yields 
I di/dt I = I(f’g” - g’f”>/(f’” + d2)l . (2.28) 
If arc-length S is introduced as a parameter, so that 
dSldt = (f I2 + gf2)lJ2. (2.29) 
Equations (2.25) and (2.29) imply 
1 di/dS 1 = l/K. (2.30) 
However, 1 df/dS 1 is the curvature. Thus the implication of (2.3a) is that the 
curvature of the boundary curve is a constant, i.e., the boundary curve is a 
circle. This completes the proof of the theorem stated in Sec. 1. In conclusion 
it may be noted that if the boundary is a circle then the solution of (2.9a) 
satisfying the prescribed boundary condition is TJ = (x2 + yz)l12. 
3. APPENDIX 
In this section Eqs. (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) will be derived. If (2.15b) 
and (2.15~) are differentiated with respect to x we find 
1 = 2Gs, + (2G’s + f ‘) t, 
0 = -2F&! + (-2F’s + g’) t, . 
(3.la) 
(3.lb) 
The pair of Eqs. (3.1) can be solved to obtain the Eqs. (2.19a). A similar 
procedure yields (2.19b). 
Differentiation of (2.19a) with respect to x yields 
s cm = 
-2F’s, + (-2F”s + g’) t, _ (-2F’s + g’) (Ass, + A$,) 
A A2 (3.2) 
40914711-12 
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Containing (3.2) with (2.19a) yields 
-2F’(-2F’s + g’) + (-2F”s + g”) (2F) 
s - 23e = A2 
_ (-28”s + g’) (A,(--227’s + g’) + 2FA,) 
(3.3) 
A3 
from which (2.20a) follows. A similar procedure yields (2.20b). 
In order to obtain (2.21) we add (2.20a) and (2.20b) to find 
v2s = 4(F’2 + G’2 - FF” - GG”) s + 2(Fg” - F’g’ - Gf’ + G’f’) 
A2 
A,[-(2F’s - g’)” - (2G’s + f ‘)2] 
(3.4) 
+ 
+ At[2F(2F’s - g’) + 2G(2G’s + f ‘)] I 
A3 
. 
Equation (3.4) can be simplified by the use of several identities. In particular 
it follows directly from the definition [cf. (2.16)] that 
F2 + G2 = 1 
Fg’ - Gf’ = 0. 
From (3.5) we find 
FF’ + GG’ = 0 
j-72 + (3’2 = -FF” - GG”. 
Thus (3.4) can be written 
v2s = 8(Fi2 + G’2) s + 2(Fg” - F’g’ - Gf” + G’f’) 
A2 
_ A,[4(Ff2 + G’2) s2 + 4(G’f’ - F’g’) s + f ‘2g’2] 
A3 
The functions F’ and G’ are computed from (2.16) to show 
F’ = (g’2f” - f ‘g’g”)/( f’2 + g’2)W 
G’ = (f ‘2,” - f’g’f”)/( f ‘2 + g’2)3/2. 
From (3.9) it is easily shown that 
F12 + G’2 = [(f ‘g” - g’f”)/(f ‘2 + g’2)]2. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
(3.8) 
(3.9a) 
(3.9b) 
(3.10) 
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Similarly FG’ - GF’ is computed to show that FG’ - GF’ satisfies (2.24b). 
Comparing (2.24b) and (3.10) we find 
In addition 
F’2 + G’2 = (FG’ - GF’)2. (3.11) 
and 
Fg" _ F'g' - Gf" + G'f' = 2(f’g” - g'f")/(f'" + g'2)1/2 
= 2(FG’ - GF’) (f’2 + g’2)1/2 
(3.12) 
G’f’ - F’g’ = (f’g” _ gf”)/(f 2 + g'2)1/2 
= (FG’ - GF’) (f’2 + g’2)1/2. 
(3.13) 
Placing these results in (3.8) yields 
v2s = 8(FG’ - GF’)2 s + 4(FG’ - GF’) ( f’2 + g’2)1’2 
A2 
(3.14) 
I 
4(FG’ - GF’) [4(FG’ - GF’)2 s2 
+ 4( 72 + g’2)lj2 (FG’ - GF’) s + f’2 + g’“] - 
A3 
or [cf. (2.17)] 
v2s = 2(FG’ - GF’) A (FG’ - GF’) A2 
A2 - A3 * (3.15) 
Equation (2.21) is an immediate consequence of (3.15). 
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